




 Due Diligence

Hi everyone, Bob here,

HOLY SHIT I THINK I MAY HAVE CRACKED THE CODE!!!! And by I, I of course mean the fuckin absolute
truckload of DD and wrinkle brains that have contributed their DD to this saga. Thanks in advance to all the DD
writers included in here, as well as the ones I failed to mention because they just aren’t top of mind at the time
of writing.

PS, get jacked, because this DD has been reviewed by some of the greatest wrinkly minds I know before
posting, and I'l be keeping this one edited and fresh up to date as we learn more. Hope you learn something,
and gain some wrinkles yourself - god knows we need ‘em.

Some of you may have been around long enough to remember my DD on u/criand’s and u/dentisttft’s DDs. This dd
looked at the combined theories of some OG apes that got me into my own DD dive. In it, I explored some different
movers and theorized its a combination of things. I have had some offline conversations with some of the smartest
fuckin people silverback DD-writing wrinkly ass apes on the planet and found some really interesting things I’d like to
show you and get your thoughts on. The intention of this DD is to share the really TIT JACKING information I just
uncovered and put together, with the help of all the apes mentioned here, which have been my guide either directly or
indirectly through this learning process that is Double Down Due Diligence.

Forward 0.0

First, I think it’s important to realize where this is coming from and who the fuck u/bobsmith808 is. Well, I’m just your
average run of the mill no good crayon eating ape. I shit rainbows when the stonks go up and I shit bricks when the
stonks go down, but when they go down, I rage buy more because brick by brick I will increase my position in this
wonderful company with a bright fucking future, I call gamestop.

Why? Because I like the fuckin stock.

Table of Contents for the DD

I will be breaking this up into a couple posts because reddit is retarded - so retarded you cannot post over 40,000
characters per post. I guess they never anticipated the level of autism we could muster. ♂. I hope you enjoy the first part
of this series.

In This chapter:

1.0 - Recap on understanding the T+ cycles and how they work, along with some insight to market mechanics

1. 1.1 - T+ Cycles & How They Work

2. 1.2 - Supplemental Liquidity Deposits

3. 1.3 - CBOE Futures Cycles

4. 1.4 - Key Terms

In Part Deux:

The Compendium Of Wrinkles: Correlating Different Theories
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2.0 - Notable Theories & Observations

1. 2.1 - Leenixus SLD Theory

2. 2.2 - Gherkinit Futures Theory

3. 2.3 - Zinko83 Variance Swaps

4. 2.4 - Turdfurg23 Heartbeats

5. 2.5 - My Own Observations

6. 2.6 - Tying it All Together

3.0 - Conclusions

1. 3.1 - For The Wrinkles

a. 3.1- - Is Moass Inevitable? - An Exercise in Rationality

b. 3.1- - Is Moass Possible? And Could it Be Near?

2. 3.2 - For The Smoothest Among Us (Yes there’s a TADR)

69.420 - Disclaimers & Sources

Recap On What We’ve Learned 1.0

1.1 - T+ Cycles & How They Work

So, What Are These T+x Cycles And Where Do They Come From?

I like cycles, and I like dates. Good thing for me, my most favorite stonk, GME, has both of these to play with. There has
been and still seems to be a lot of confusion about the T+x cycles and what they mean, so I thought I'd start this out with
a quick recap of what they are and how they work.

When someone buys the stock, the market makers sells it to them at whatever the market value (haha -
internalization see advanced fuckery). That marks T day (Transaction Day).

First, The Market Maker

First comes the market maker's time to locate the share they just sold.

Yes, you read that right: The Market Maker (MM) can sell a share they don't even have in their "inventory". A bit fuckey
already, but let's roll with it. So on Friday, the market maker sold you a share (because apes fuckin buy and hold). They
didn't have this share, and now have from the date of the sale (T for Transaction) plus 2 trading days (+2) or T+2 days to
"locate" that share to settle up the trade. When they fail to locate those shares, we enter the Fail To Deliver (FTD).

Side note: When the market maker sells you a share they don't have (BUY THE DIP!), and they fail to locate it (because
there aren't any more to buy, bitches), it adds to the total shares they need to buy back. They have been doing this for
a very. long. time. Now.

Who Is A Market Maker? Shitadel, Virtu, GTS Securities [sauce]
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Second, The Authorized Participant

Authorized Participant Activity in regards to GME fuckery is all about ETFs, baskets and swaps. - check out XRT
recently for a great example.

This applies to ETFs containing our favorite stonk. There is a theory floating around where an Authorized Participant
(AP) can generate naked ETF shares that are used to then create phantom shares (more for them to buy back later) to
suppress GME and then bundle that all up in a basket, ready for swaps.[sauce] Then viola, we have the quarterly swap
cycles, the most recent one, failing to deliver through possible internalization of the trades and the after hours run we
saw just the other day (credit u/gherkinit)

So when the AP creates the ETF trade and baskets it, they have from the day of the transaction (T) plus two trading days
(+2) to settle the trade. Then, they have an additional two trading days (+2) or T+2 days to locate the shares traded in
that ETF. u/turdfurg23 has an awesome spreadsheet here that you can see to track GME's weight in several ETFs
containing GME shares. Total time is T+4 here for the FTD when it comes to ETF generated FTDs.

Who is an Authorized Participant? banks usually... also Shitadel

u/keijikage brought to my attention that the rules changed in 2017 from T+3 to T+2, so the graph above is updated to illustrate the changes. Source1 |

Source2

Rules Follow:
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Oh, and if that isn’t enough to absorb - it looks like they are looking to move to a T+1 cycle

What is T+21?

There is no T+21 that I'm aware of (and have stopped tracking it for this reason). credit to u/criand for noticing the
pattern in the first place and to u/dentisttft for identifying the SLD periods (see my previous DD on that) that conveniently
coincide with the "T+21 cycle".

Another theory was from u/gafgarian that stipulated that it was linear T10/T12 cycles stacked (last day to cover being the
day before - and you get 21. This makes some sense when you think about the AP rules above, but it does get
complicated when you factor in Continuous Net Settlement.

That said, I am still able to see a consistent cycle around another number...

Behold: T+35 (Rebranding to C+35)

C is for Calendar

Rule 204 provides an extended period of time to close out certain failures to deliver. Specifically, if a failure to
deliver position results from the sale of a security that a person is deemed to own and that such person
intends to deliver as soon as all restrictions on delivery have been removed, the firm has up to 35 calendar
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days following the trade date to close out the failure to deliver position by purchasing securities of like kind
and quantity. Such additional time is warranted and does not undermine the goal of reducing failures to deliver
because these are sales of owned securities that cannot be delivered by the settlement date due solely to processing
delays outside the seller’s or broker-dealer’s control. Moreover, delivery is required to be made on such sales as soon
as all restrictions on delivery have been removed and situations where a person is deemed to own a security are
limited to those specified in Rule 200 of Regulation SHO. A common example of a deemed to own security that cannot
be delivered by the settlement date is a security subject to the resale restrictions of Rule 144 under the Securities Act
of 1933.

Some thoughts here - credit to u/keijikage

“hypothetically the synthetic forwards could be a type of these, so we would see new options being opened up
afterwards”

This means, once we see the FTD in the Finra data, they have 35 calendar days (from the date of the FTD in the
data) not trading days (C+35 ftw) to settle up and find the shares to close out the trade.

1.2 - Supplemental Liquidity Deposit & Its Effects
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Supplemental Liquidity Deposits (SLD) has been really nicely described by u/dentisttft (wherever he is) in a fun and
informative “liquid shits” DD. Here’s the juicy part:

THE CURRENT SLD RULESET:

Supplemental Liquid Deposits (NSCC Rule 4(a))
[https://www.dtcc.com/~/media/Files/Downloads/legal/rules/nscc_rules.pdf]

Rule 4(a) can be found on Page 60 of the PDF.

Summary: A week before the monthly options expiration, a deposit amount is calculated for the 30 largest “members” of
the NSCC (the financial companies involved in the NSCC). A couple of days before the monthly options expiration, the
members need to deposit that amount to be held at the clearing corporation for 7 days. After 7 days, the deposit is
returned to the member.

Details:

Here is the important terminology:

Monthly Expiration Date*:* The Saturday where the monthly options expire. It’s the Saturday after the third Friday
of the month. (Often people think of options expiring on Friday, but they technically expire on Saturday. You just
can’t trade them after regular trading hours on Friday, so it’s essentially Friday).

Options Expiration Activity Period: It starts at the opening of business on the Friday before the Saturday
Monthly Expiration Date and ends at close of business on the second Settlement Day after the start. So, essentially
close of business on Tuesday.

Special Activity Calculation Date*:* The date where the amount needed for the deposit is calculated. There is no
set date when this happens, the only requirement is that it has to be done no later than the fifth business day
preceding the Options Expiration Activity Period (the Friday of the week before monthly expiration).

Special Activity Prefund Deposit*:* The name of the deposit that the member will have to make based on the
Calculation Date.

Special Activity Liquidity Call*:* Between the monthly calculation dates, if the clearing corporation realizes the
deposit isn’t big enough, they will require a larger deposit to be made within 2 business days of the call. The
Liquidity Call deposit is then held for 90 days. (So if Melvin and Robinhood really did get liquidity called, they
wouldn’t get that money back until April 28-30)

So every month, a deposit is calculated a week before monthly expirations. The amount is promptly given to the financial
institution (“member”). Rule 4(a) SEC 6 says,

SEC. 6 Notice of Special Activity Liquidity Obligations and Payment of Special Activity Supplemental Deposits.
Promptly after the Special Activity Calculation Date, the Corporation shall provide each Special Activity Liquidity
Provider with the amount of its Special Activity Liquidity Obligation for that Options Expiration Activity Period. Not later
than the close of business on the second Business Day preceding the applicable Options Expiration Activity
Period, a Special Activity Liquidity Provider shall make its Special Activity Supplemental Deposit to the
Clearing Fund.

The member needs to make the payment by close of business on the second Business Day preceding Options
Expiration Activity Period. The Options Expiration Activity Period starts on opening of business on the Friday of monthly
expirations, so this means they would need to make their payment by close of business on Wednesday of monthly

https://www.reddit.com/u/dentisttft/
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expirations.

Now we jump to Rule 4(a) SEC 2, looking at the definition of the Special Activity Prefund Deposit,

“Special Activity Prefund Deposit” means a cash deposit of a Member to the Clearing Fund made by wire transfer to
an account designated by the Corporation: a. that is in excess of the Required Fund Deposit of the Member; b. that
the Member deposits to the Clearing Fund, not later than the time specified by the Corporation on the first Business
Day of an Options Expiration Activity Period, if the Member anticipates that its Special Activity Peak Liquidity Exposure
at any time during such Options Expiration Activity Period will be greater than the amount calculated by the
Corporation pursuant to this Rule 4A; c. that the Member undertakes to keep on deposit in the Clearing Fund for
at least seven Business Days after the end of the applicable Options Expiration Activity Period*;and*. that the
Member designates as a “Special Activity Prefund Deposit” at the time of the deposit in a manner specified by the
Corporation.*

The deposit is held until 7 business days after the end of the Options Expiration Activity Period.

The Options Expiration Activity Period ends on close of business Tuesday after monthly expiration.

So essentially the deposit is held for 12 business days total. I’m assuming the calculation date for the next month comes
shortly after the deposit is returned rather than waiting until 5 days before expiration.

Got it? So the timeline ends up being...

Calculation Date -> Prefund Deposit is made -> Options Expiration Activity Period -> Seven days of holding the Prefund
Deposit -> Deposit is returned.

Knowing this, let’s pull out some crayons. This is the 4 hour chart.

ORANGE: The monthly options expiration.

GREEN: Payment day

BLUE: “Special Activity Options Period”

RED: Deposit holding period

WHITE: The entire time frame where the deposit is not in the position of the member.
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1.3 - CBOE Futures Cycles

These are dates for futures contracts, and a very important part of the GME saga (IMO)

These come later with u/gherkinit's dd section

1.4 - Key Terminology

sHF

Short Hedge Fund. The bad guys in this saga, and the ones that r fuk.

Doomp

Deep Out Of the Money Puts. Basically put options taht are so fuckin far out of the money (like at a .50 strike) it’s
basically worthless. There’s been a few theories as to why these exist, but nothing’s been proven 100%

Max pain

Max pain, or the max pain price, is the strike price with the most open options contracts (i.e., puts and calls), and it is the
price at which the stock would cause financial losses for the largest number of option holders at expiration. When the
week ends, and options expire at or near the max pain price, options sellers make the most money possible. Options
sellers are classically known as Market Makers.

Delta Hedging

Delta hedging is an options trading strategy that aims to reduce, or hedge, the directional risk associated with price
movements in the underlying asset. The approach uses options to offset the risk to either a single other option holding or
an entire portfolio of holdings. The investor tries to reach a delta neutral state and not have a directional bias on the
hedge. Essentially this means that if a market maker sells you a call, that call represents 100 shares of GME. Why
GME? Because who the fuck cares about other stonks, amiright? Anyway, let’s say the delta value is .3 for the cal you
bought. A market maker, knowing if the price moves against them (just up)

Options Greeks

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/deltahedging.asp
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So, I did a whole writeup on options which goes into detail on the greeks and some other things about options. Check it
out.

If you’re just here for the Greeks, here you go:

The Major Greeks

There are minor greeks for options trading, but let's just start with the major ones that are critical to understand if you
want to trade options. They are:

Delta

This is the measure of change in an option's price, relative to the premium. For example, if you have an
option with .8 delta, and the price moves up $1, your option value will gain 80 cents per share. (we'll omit the
potential changes in delta here for simplicity's sake.) Also, Delta is often used as a probability indicator for the
option being in the money at the expiration date. .8 delta would be an 80% chance of being ITM at expiration.

At The Money (ATM) Options are usually carrying a delta of .5, while In The Money (ITM) options are higher
than .5 deltas and Out of The Money (OTM) options are having deltas of less than .5

Gamma

This is the rate of change to the delta over time. Gamma values tend to be higher for ATM options and lower
for deep ITM and OTM options. This is a constant, and you can think of it as an indicator of how volatile the
price/value of the option will move relative to each point of movement of the underlying stock.

For example, an option with a delta of .5 and a gamma of .8 will become an option with a delta of .58 after
the price of the stock increases by 1 point. Conversely, if you have an option at the same strike with a delta
of .5 and a gamma of .3, the delta will become .53 after the stock increases by 1 point... make sense?

Theta

This measures the rate of time decay on the value of the option in regards to its premium - or the price you
pay for the right to buy the stock at the strike. This is always a negative number because it's how option
writers make their money. As time passes, this is the rate that the option will automatically lose value. This is
why you do not want to diamond hand options!!! What's more is, as the expiration date gets closer, the
rate of decay (theta decay) increases, thereby accelerating the rate of the option losing value.

Vega

This measures the risk of changes in implied volatility. In ape, this is the estimation of future price action.
Higher vega = higher risk of volatility, and you pay a higher premium for that option when you buy it. This is
where IV crush comes form.

Vega can increase or decrease without price changes of the underlying asset, due to changes in
implied volatility.

Vega can increase in reaction to quick moves in the underlying asset.

Vega falls as the option gets closer to expiration.

Internalization

When you place an order to buy or sell a stock, your broker has choices on where to execute your order. Instead of
routing your order to a market or market-makers for execution, your broker may fill the order from the firm's own
inventory. This is called "internalization." In this way, your broker's firm may make money on the "spread" – which is the
difference between the purchase price and the sale price.

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/qviwdp/they_are_running_out_of_options_and_the_power_of/
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This has the impact of your order to buy moar GME not affecting the price of the stock (imo) like it should.

More on internalization, dark pools and market equity quality

Edit: Added links for Part 2

Are you ready to learn more about our excellent fuckin wrinkly DD authors
and how things seems to fit together?

Check out Part 2

https://www.cfainstitute.org/-/media/documents/article/position-paper/dark-pools-internalization-equity-market-quality.ashx
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/s3nqu3/the_compendium_of_wrinkles_correlating_different/


 Due Diligence

Hi everyone, Bob here,

This is going to be part 2 of the series where we check out how things are lining up. I really feel like our wrinkles are
coming together nicely with the DD we are independently doing, and arriving at very similar conclusions. In this chapter,
We will be reviewing some choice DD and making some really neat connections.

PS, get jacked, because this DD has been reviewed by some of the greatest wrinkly minds I know of before
posting. Hope you learn something, and gain some wrinkles yourself - god knows we need ‘em.

Table of Contents

I will be breaking this up into a couple posts because reddit is retarded - so retarded you cannot post over 40,000

The Compendium Of Wrinkles: Correlating Different Theories, Part Deux
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characters per post. I guess they never anticipated the level of autism we could muster. ♂. I hope you enjoy the first part
of this series.

Looking for Part 1? Go Here!

Chapter 1:

1.0 - Recap on understanding the T+ cycles and how they work, along with some insight to market mechanics

1. 1.1 - T+ Cycles & How They Work

2. 1.2 - Supplemental Liquidity Deposits

3. 1.3 - CBOE Futures Cycles

4. 1.4 - Key Terms

In This Chapter:

2.0 - Notable Theories & Observations

1. 2.1 - Leenixus SLD Theory

2. 2.2 - Gherkinit Futures Theory

3. 2.3 - Zinko83 Variance Swaps

4. 2.4 - Turdfurg23 Heartbeats

5. 2.5 - My Own Observations

6. 2.6 - Tying it All Together

3.0 - Conclusions

1. 3.1 - For The Wrinkles

a. 3.1- - Is Moass Inevitable? - An Exercise in Rationality

b. 3.1- - Is Moass Possible? And Could it Be Near?

2. 3.2 - For The Smoothest Among Us (Yes there’s a TADR)

69.420 - Disclaimers & Sources

Theories 2.0

To do them justice, I’ve asked each DD author to contribute to this section however they saw fit. I highly
encourage demand that you take some time to read, updoot, and understand these DDs I will be linking in this section.
They are great reads and worth your time.

2.1 - Leenixus SLD Theory

Source DD: February 22 - The next GME option clearing cycle & GME bull run

From u/Leenixus
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This image is the summary because unconfirmedly i believe that's when the previous month's expired options are cleared

More Detail on the Theory & Example from the DD

GME Example

In this example, you’re seeing the day on which the GME dong appears. The progression is Feb 24, May 25 and Aug 23.

u/leenixus SLD cycles

Legend:

1. Dotted Green Line: NSCC SLD Deposit Period Opens
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2. Bright Fat Green Line: 3'rd Friday of the Month / SLD Deposit Deadline

3. Second Bright Fat Green Line: Tuesday next Week

4. Thin Pale Green Line: 6'th and last to final day of CNS/Netting

5. Red Line: Last day of option netting & return of remaining SLD to banks.

6. Yellow Line: Futures Roll Date

7. Dotted Yellow Line: Futures Expiry

You’ll notice that as I previously said that the month where GME moons is ALWAYS the month before the futures roll
month (First Yellow Line = Roll Date) and that it’s almost always the Tuesday after the 3’rd Friday of every month
every 90 days.

Some extra information here, any time between the date that futures will be rolled forward & futures expiry in the next
month, GME takes a dump. Incidentally, this is also ALWAYS when GME earnings are scheduled. Make your own
conclusion as to why this happens, i have mine.

2.2 - Gherkinit Futures Theory

Source DD: Moass Trilogy: Book 1, Book 2, and Book 3

From u/gherkinit

So the plan for this DD is as follows:

The events leading up to and causing the gamma ramp/volatility squeeze that occurred in January.

Tie together the ETF, FTD, Options and Futures cyclical movement that drives GME price action

Lay out my futures cycle theory and explain the price movements on GME to date

Explain why January's run did not cause the expected short squeeze on GME

Take a look forward, using the same unavoidable market mechanics, to determine where SHFs, MMs, and ETFs
are most exposed.

Present a case for retail to in fact be the catalyst for MOASS

Discuss the how and why , this is possible.

Dispel the misinformation regarding options and present multiple ways they can be used effectively by those with
the requisite knowledge.

I will attempt to make an evidence backed case for each of my conclusions and try to tie all of this together in a way
people can digest and understand.

The Pieces of the Puzzle:

Section 1: Futures Roll Dates

**The Roll:**This is marked by an increase of volume and price into the roll date, followed by a drop
immediately afterwards. (Feb-Mar and Jun - Jul)

**The Fail:**This is marked by a sharp spike in volume several days prior to the roll date then a decline in
volume and volatility until a window of activity appears (anomaly) T+35 days after the roll date. (these T+35
dates also lined up with spikes in SEC FTD reports)
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https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/qxbzim/moass_the_trilogy_book_two/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/qxbzim/moass_the_trilogy_book_two/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/qzcag6/moass_the_trilogy_book_three/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/qzcag6/moass_the_trilogy_book_three/
https://www.reddit.com/u/gherkinit/


Section 2: ETF Exposure

We were fairly confident at this point in our research that ETFs represented a significant part of the short
exposure on GME.

Section 3: The FTD pileup

Since the futures fail patterns have a unique outcome that causes this anomaly window what exactly drives
that anomaly in the areas in between the ETF exposure dates and the the subsequent futures roll.

Section 4: January IS absolutely unique!

One day a year in January the highest amount of open interest and thus gamma exposure in the options
chain occurs…GME LEAPS and ETF LEAPS expire simultaneously

These dates and windows (futures) track almost every single move on GME since September of 2020. If it didn't happen
on one of these dates/windows then it happened within their respective settlement periods (T+2/3)

u/gherkinit futures theory in a nutshell

2.3 - Zinko83 Variance Swaps

Source DD: Volatility, Variance, Dispersion, Oh my!

From: u/zinko83

First thing is first, what is a variance swap? In simple terms it is a bet on volatility. The seller is going to receive a fixed
payment called the "fair variance strike as vol" which is a fancy way of saying annualized implied volatility over a period
of time (usually 30,60,90 days). The volatility strike is going to be calculated and agreed upon inception, that is going to
be the fixed payment that the seller receives upon maturity. The opposite side of the trade is the buyer, the buyer is
going to receive "realized variance" payment on maturity, meaning that it is going to get paid based on the volatility
realized during the agreed upon period.

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/qmtt6q/volatility_variance_dispersion_oh_my/
https://www.reddit.com/u/zinko83/
https://preview.redd.it/9olayl3w7mb81.png?width=2396&format=png&auto=webp&s=047c86d3b1d3d93572f0d2adbe2830f403be98a7


Here is an illustration showing the "vanilla" variance trade. Note the word "vanilla" not all trades are done this way:

u/zinko83 Variance Swaps

Variance swaps, or volatility based swaps in general, seem to play a key role in this trade. Considering Citadel's
entrenchment with it, it's easy to see to me anyway, how he was cocky enough to take on Melvin's position. Thinking he
could hedge it away, internalizing all the risk and profiting off of dispersion trading and systematic variance shorting until
everyone got bored and they could get out cheap.

The problem is growing for them, people have held and bought more, making the risk that got/gets internalized much
heavier to carry, meaning they have to release that risk back into the market sometime causing unwanted and
unmanageable tail risk to hedge away which can in turn make the problem worse (see a couple months ago). DRS is
having an effect simply because it basically marks registered shares as insider shares thus removing them
circulation making delta hedging (which is daily on replicating portfolios) much harder and more costly.

2.4 - Turdfurg23 Heart Beat

Source DD: Gamestop and The Market Heartbeat

From: u/turdfurg23

The two biggest ETF providers and lenders are Blackrock and Vanguard. Throughout most of the year over leveraged
funds and short hedge funds have direct access to large numbers of shares in these ETFs. Blackrock and Vanguard are
happy to collect the fee's associated with lending shares and their sponsors get a nice paycheck. Now to the interesting
part in the data where I noticed high volume cycles. For example Vanguard (The biggest holder of GME) has predictable
high volume cycles called "wash trades" Wall Streets dirty little secret you can read about on Bloomberg. It's an abuse of
the ETF system structure to wash high volume through ETFs to avoid taxes. While they are doing this Blackrock and
Vanguard are largely not lending shares and tell over leveraged and short hedge funds to go elsewhere for their shares.
These cycles happen on a quarterly basis December, March, June, September.

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2019-etf-tax-dodge-lets-investors-save-big/

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/rl6yg8/gamestop_and_the_market_heartbeat
https://www.reddit.com/u/turdfurg23/
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2019-etf-tax-dodge-lets-investors-save-big/
https://preview.redd.it/6817bwe08mb81.jpg?width=892&format=pjpg&auto=webp&s=a602253bafdfd2ac6325d5c131a1f81c0cdf6f61


u/turdfurg Heartbeat Wash Sales

2.5 - My Own Observations

Let’s look at options first, because it has me the most jacked!

Some of you might remember a recent DD update on a DD update on a DD update I did for my series of research.
Something that’s really really been bothering me about my data is the offset for the C35 options tracking data, seen here:

Something Seems off...

https://preview.redd.it/cfbpx4h38mb81.png?width=2610&format=png&auto=webp&s=57eed0712a0a35c5ed50a93a62cda6c728ce0fc6


It's all coming together!

.

Then I had some conversations with some of the other wrinkles, and after u/gherkinit was kind enough to waste some 
time on my smooth brain discussing the finer details on how ETF FTDs are created, and the timelines around them
(which you’re all experts on now) - if not, go fucking read the first section of this DD… it finally clicked: I was missing the 
settlement period for the options. The T+2 that happens before the C+35 FTD period. So, I ran back to my hole, and did 
some frantic calculations on the keyboard, and … HOLY SHIT, just look at this beautiful chart it created when i simply 
(and correctly) updated the C35 Options calculator to T+2+C35:

https://preview.redd.it/xz7zrt578mb81.png?width=1236&format=png&auto=webp&s=849823013c98c242367028380b5c9d7b0e0aea74


The Colors! Nice when thing match up!

Yes, HOLY shit… I was right all along, but was too fuckin smooth to calculate the dates right. Sorry folks, but now we
know…

But there were still questions. We know what is happening, but WHY does the expiration for these abusive looking
options OI correlate so fuckin’ well to the green johnsons we all know and love and yearn for. WHY does it work this
way?

u/zinko83 has entered the chat.

Also in Crayon

https://www.reddit.com/u/zinko83/
https://preview.redd.it/rocqrdl88mb81.png?width=2478&format=png&auto=webp&s=72dc23304d510d772dd0090bb6eb636fb018e3ff
https://preview.redd.it/ff6a3cqd8mb81.png?width=860&format=png&auto=webp&s=4d06a95e18f605db3d5ac4fd5fd81697dc0f5673


Go read and fully understand that wrinkly DD. Or at least understand this: He pointed out a correlation in the data he was
looking at with swaps that DIRECTLY correlates to the spikes i'm seeing as well. When the large OI is removed (swaps
dropped), we see our johnsons at C35 from those dates. Because they are exposed and likely running these hedges that
zinko talks about naked. So when this is dropped, they are exposed, naked, and afraid.

2.6 - Tying It All Together

To Recap:

So, we’ve reviewed multiple theories by some of the communities greatest DD writers (myself excluded) of our time.
Here’s the interesting part:

We seem to have come to similar conclusions from multiple different angles.

Lets see…

We have multiple DD authors writing about dates for different reasons. Some think it is related to SLDs, some think
variance swaps play a role c35 after they fall off, others have observed heartbeats to evade taxes. What’s more, is one
big brain motherfucker worked together with a lot of wrinkly apes to find several pieces of the puzzle that all fit nicely
together. Shit, the only thing I’ve really contributed to this whole thing is collecting data, and drawing wild ass
correlations.

Confused and need a hot crayon injection? Look no further:

Observation of Multiple DDs coming together

Also, u/zinko83 noticed that we get spikes C35 after the swaps fall off

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/qmtt6q/volatility_variance_dispersion_oh_my/
https://www.reddit.com/u/zinko83/
https://preview.redd.it/cu93ealf8mb81.png?width=3258&format=png&auto=webp&s=23fac31b4435676daf2646230d3c1a5dae6ebb61


More basis matching dates and spikes

Oh, and don’t forget to check for tax evasion all along the way. (u/turdfurg23)

All ETF Heartbeats

Conclusions 3.0

3.1 - For The Wrinkles

3.1- - Is Moass Inevitable? - An Exercise in Rationality.

In our review on this DD, one really wrinkly ape that I respect the hell out of wanted to point out some possibilities that
could result of netting off the exposure through Continuous Net Settlement (CNS). Remember when reading, that CNS

https://www.reddit.com/u/turdfurg23/
https://preview.redd.it/n50xx1yg8mb81.png?width=1272&format=png&auto=webp&s=8b301afda0ce022091be783232742cff51bbe813
https://preview.redd.it/igep9w7k8mb81.png?width=3190&format=png&auto=webp&s=7e92715b7414d1e0cc3114f8fabfe667a905ea1c


applies to FTDs, both in GME and GME containing ETFs.

I’m choosing to add this section because its important to stay rational in all this. If you are here for the usual rockets I
post in my DD (I AM BULLISH AF), you’ll find that section/recap after the wall of text below.

 Anti-Moass Bear Thesis Warning - May Unjack Titties 

Here’s what they had to say:

A solid run down of Net Settlement actions with examples of share movements.

The nuts and bolts of how the volume matters and the CNS impacts can be summed up with a few key points:

1. Continuous means continuous. There is no method of preventing it from happening and there is not method of
making it happen. It is an automated system that runs in premarket, consolidating and netting all transactions in
after hours, and in aftermarket, consolidating and netting the day's transactions.

2. It is a First in, First out system. Meaning that obligations created yesterday are cleared today and today's
obligations are automatically rolled to tomorrow.

3. It is based on an individual brokerage firm (not fund, investment bank, etc). Meaning it does NOT take into
consideration WHO buys or WHO sells, only that there was a buy or a sell.

4. It is based on the net trading from the reporting brokerage. Meaning CNS also does not care how many buys
or how many sells, it ONLY cares about the net positive or negative.

5. Its purpose is to match transactions to shares, so it is only in practice when there are not shares to be matched
in one direction or the other. When obligations at brokerages exist, CNS is responsible for auto-netting, clearing,
OR rolling the shares forward. The point is netting to a zero obligation.

What does this look like?

Day 1: Imagine you and your friend just became the two big brokers in the market. It is your first day trading for your
clients. Congrats. At the end of the day, through all of the transactions you orchestrated, according to your tape, you, as
a net seller, have a "long" position of 500 shares. Your friend, though, was unable to secure his shares as easily, as a
net buyer, he has a "short" position of 1000 shares. In this small world where you two are the only brokers in the game,
your net ends with a -500 balance. This balance now rolls over to the next market day. You have 500 potential FTDs,
floating on your books as broker. Not to worry though, you still have one more day before they are truly FTDs
(T+2 remember)!

So, day 2. Volume surges but you net even for the day... FUCK. CNS ONLY deals in netting out the imbalance. Your
friend still needs his 500 shares and now you have 500 FTDs legit reported at the T+2 cycle date. You are a brokerage
firm. NSCC doesn't know who among your clients are not delivering the shares for netting but YOU do. NSCC doesn't
care, but YOU do. Why? Because in the end, according to REG SHO, the broker has responsibility for the delivery of the
FTD NOT the client, because you have more to lose..... so....... what is the fix here?

Well there are TWO consolidation cycles a day. You, completely legally, encourage after hours volume surges. More
volume comes into brokerage, especially after hours, more shares are available to net. Premarket consolidation and
netting occurs and the roles have reversed. You are sitting on 500 shares long, 500 immediately clear your FTDs.

But what happens if there are not enough shares? You just push volume as much as possible. Positive or negative
netting is still netting in one direction or the other and the CNS is "First in, First out" so the volume of tomorrow will clear
the FTDs of two days ago and create new FTDs to be dealt with two days from now.

http://brokerage101.com/ssettle.html


You might be thinking that CNS sounds an awful lot like an FTD rollover machine? And you are 100% accurate in every
way.

Here is the hard truth. The system is built to be a fortress of checks and balances. Stable rigid gears and weighted levies
holding back the potential flood of silt and loss. The most important reality of why the CNS matters in this is because, in a
speculative market driven by the pressure of undelivered shares, the fact that a completely automatic, non-custodial, and
purposeful cog of that machinery is built to automatically roll over the very thing causing that pressure, should be a very
telling truth.

If you ask me, the dude that wrote that could use a little hopium

3.1- - Is Moass Possible? And Could it Be Near?

 Bullish AF Observations. Warning: May Jack Tits 

https://preview.redd.it/o01oazd5amb81.jpg?width=600&format=pjpg&auto=webp&s=22b07ebd123340dfd9c1df35cca728b75b7a7e44


It looks to me, through all my research and analysis of the DD, and data that we have a lot of things happening
here (go figure).

I think the game was identified by u/gafgarian (now a , but we still love him) way back when when he posted his epic
FTD cycle DD (warning - drive link), then the big sneeze happened. This is (I think) when they got into variance swaps
heavy ( u/zinko83 ), and the exposure in the cycles identified by u/gherkinit were really exacerbated. Now we find
ourselves in a heavily illiquid stock, that is probably still sitting at well over 100% SI (I can elaborate on this if you’d like -
ask me), and we have literally nowhere to go but up from here. What’s more, is if you check out DFV’s original thesis, a
lot of that which he discusses has already come to fruition. And I think GME has already blown out some of those
expectations. What's more you ask? GmeDD’s new report is bullish AF from a fundamentals perspective.
BTW, u/deepfuckingvalue, if you’re here watching this all unfold, what the fuck dude, go enjoy yourself - you’ve
earned it! But seriously, I’m curious what your analysis might be on the stock these days. My bet would be bullish ;).

3.2 - For The Smoothest Among Us <3

I thought it’d be nice to part with a little TADR. First, let's take a hit of that sweet nectar we call hopium.

If we look at the combined chart, You can see the following:

The best DD writers (in my humble opinion) as of late are all converging on patterns that pretty much line up with each
other. Maybe it’s futures driving the price action, Maybe it’s variance swaps? Maybe it’s simply a liquidity squeeze, and
observed when money is temporarily taken away during the SLD periods? Maybe it’s all of the above. You be the judge.
Personally, IDGAF who’s theory is right, as this raggtag group of apes have uncovered so much fuckin fuckery in our
financial system, particularly on GME, it’s amazing to behold. Even more amazing is the fact that these guys came from
different angles and all arrived at the same conclusion:

https://www.reddit.com/u/gafgarian/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13_17tz94egE1eurlWvkrGFKQDqU54Dfx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13_17tz94egE1eurlWvkrGFKQDqU54Dfx/view?usp=sharing
https://www.reddit.com/u/zinko83/
https://www.reddit.com/u/gherkinit/
https://www.reddit.com/u/deepfuckingvalue/


Credit to u/Bosse19

What’s this mean? What does the future hold?

Closing & Disclaimers 69.420

Thanks to all the contributors of this DD, and thanks for all you do for the community. I am really glad I found you all, and
you welcomed me into the fold. I’ve learned so fuckin much from each and every one of you, and cannot thank you
enough. There really is a wealth of information here in the ape community, so don’t be shy - reach out and form a wrinkle
or two!

Oh, and u/yelyah2, don't think I forgot you - I just need more granular data to add your theory to this. To quote u/zinko83:

I'd bet my next paycheck that those sensitivity spikes you are observing would correlate nicely to where Zinko sees
the swaps drop off.

But joke's on you, I don't get paychecks...

TO THE MOON!

Disclaimer:

1. DRS: I like DRS’d shares because they are supposed to help curb fuckery. I even built a DRS tracker that I
probably should update sometime. Who does this shit if they don’t like DRS?

2. Options: I like options, but they are risky AF - please understand the risk and mechanics of options before
considering them as a way to leverage your position. u/leenixus is currently writing up some DD series on options if
you’re interested in learning about them. Here’s the first in the series.

3. NFA Bitches: Nothing of what I say or present in reddit form or elsewhere is financial advice. Quite the opposite
actually - It’s just the slightly coherent ramblings of an autistic ape who eats so many crayons they shit rainbows
regularly.

4. BULLISH AF ON GME

https://www.reddit.com/u/Bosse19/
https://www.reddit.com/u/yelyah2/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/rxtqpg/gme_delta_neutral_update_hedgies_r_fd/
https://www.reddit.com/u/zinko83/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1p3GoDy4Lg8cwjKMR3fVxCh5B547mwn8iY04AOdKu1g4/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.reddit.com/u/leenixus/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/s29jhd/option_basics_what_are_options_vol_1/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=web2x&context=3
https://preview.redd.it/x33jnmfo8mb81.png?width=960&format=png&auto=webp&s=99712915899401da02a29fc6f5d1a93c19d60ee7
https://preview.redd.it/mqdrixrp8mb81.png?width=552&format=png&auto=webp&s=92a97e023c14994b6cab9d0741b0fa646f35ab90


Sources:

MM | AP | RegSho and Locate Reqs | FTD | Settlement | AP Agreement |CNS | Swaps

Backup: On my Drive under the DD Folder

PS: Please let me know if anything is inaccurate here, I will update for accuracy - just don't be a tool about the way you
present the information, and please provide sources.

Link to part 1

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/marketmaker.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/a/authorizedparticipant.asp
https://www.sec.gov/investor/pubs/regsho.htm
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/failuretodeliver.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/settlementdate.asp
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1748425/000119312520270276/d98712dex99h3.htm
https://www.dtcc.com/clearing-services/equities-clearing-services/cns
https://thelawdictionary.org/basket-swap/#:~:text=A%20CREDIT%20DERIVATIVE%20contract%20that,buyer%20with%20a%20credit%20HEDGE
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QfvN4mRza4VpJF745foy0LuAeV6sTc25YEjTRrynGFs/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/s3n4pw/the_compendium_of_wrinkles_correlating_different/
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